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Abstract 

Every nation has different education systems. In spite of this, such differences end in 

attempts to develop knowledge and competence. In Indonesia education system, national 

character building has been underlined to be the core of human resource development along 

with developing national competitiveness in entering a global living. This is important to 

prepare Indonesia golden generation to 2045 indicated by competitive and high quality 

human resources. In this connection, learning resources and materials of English would affect 

to determine what and how Indonesia is in the global community. 

Local wisdom content may be referred to as learning resources of English materials 

that could develop, not only students linguistic (and communicative) competence of English, 

more importantly their sense of socio-cultural responsibility according to character standards. 

This is relevant to the objective of national education; that is, to develop students’ knowledge 

based competence supporting technical skills along with national characters. However, such 

ideal objective seems difficult to attain due to foreign-dependent learning resources that 

many English teachers often rely on. Besides, students’ learning success has often been 

measured through their ability to express English in foreign ways to communicate leading 

them to disregard their local norms, values, and cultures.  

This paper will discuss an attempt to internationalize local wisdom content as 

learning resources in enriching English teaching materials aiming at integrating students’ 

competence with appropriate character values. This paper will also suggest how teachers 

should manage English materials containing such local wisdom into attractive ICT based 

media. 

 

Key words: Local Wisdom, English Language Teaching, ICT Based Media, Curriculum and 

Materials 

 

I. Introduction 

 It has been accepted that English is an international language as it is spoken by every 

nation in the world. Despite its status as a foreign language in certain nations, in fact, it 

becomes a language of lingua franca. Consequently, English is spoken in different ways of 

grammar such as dialects and styles making this language changed or developed dynamically 

according to the speakers’ background. In other words, English is no longer spoken like 

native speakers, but it follows some dynamic diversity of the speakers.  

 In spite of the speakers’ diversity, communicative principles of using English still 

become a serious concern. Ideally, the communicativeness of English should always be 

considered in order to avoid miscommunication. The communicativeness includes grammar, 
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idea content, and discourse or context of communication. These aspects are general standards 

of English.  

 Although English is expressed in different ways according to the way of thinking of 

speakers, the speakers’ diversity should not mean to lose the communicativeness. The most 

important thing is that how English communication provides some meaningful content of 

information. Even, it provides some valuable lessons linguistically and socio-culturally. 

Linguistic lessons relate to grammatical variants and uniqueness of this language. On the 

other hand, socio-cultural lessons provide some meaningful wisdom that could be learned 

from the community or organized to be lesson materials. In particular, the socio-cultural 

lessons lead to understanding on living values of social groups of English speaking 

community. In teaching, this could be called a content-based teaching (Arslan, 2008:6) 

 In relation to the socio-cultural values contained in the diverse English language 

community, local wisdom could be referred to as alternative learning resources (Septy, 

2015a; 2016). The local wisdom could be found in any social-cultural values of community. 

Then, in developing English lesson materials, the local wisdom content could be managed to 

motivate students’ character building as well as to develop their English proficiency 

accordingly. Moreover, such learning resources (local wisdom) contain some valuable 

lessons from which students could learn etiquette, arts, and cultures, in addition to science 

and technology. The local wisdom based materials reflect lessons of social-cultural 

characters enculturated by a certain community from which students can learn and 

understand while studying English. 

Local wisdom content for English lesson is ideal to develop internationally. In 

Indonesia, for example, the local wisdom may relate to the purpose of national system of 

education, and it is also considered to be important materials for other nations to develop. In 

the National Education System Regulation (NESR) of Indonesia, the role of education is to 

develop students’ capabilities and characters in order that they have better livings. In 

particular, the goal of national education is to have students develop their faith observing the 

Oneness of God, the all creator, practicing noble characters, being healthy, knowledgeable, 

skillful, creative, and independent, in order that they become democratic and responsible 

citizens for Indonesia (GOI, 2003, NESR decree No. 20 article 3). This should be the profile 

of Indonesians in the golden age accordingly, having competence and practicing good 

characters in a civilized society.  It is, therefore, to become a mandate for national curriculum 

to enable students to achieve the goals by integrating competence and character-based 

principles in lessons and learning materials, and this places local wisdom to be significant 

learning resources. 

English is an important subject for Indonesians, not only it is to prepare Indonesia to 

deal with international business and relationships as well as to develop science and 

technology, it is also a subject dealing with an integrated model of competence-character 

education. English lesson at schools does not only teach students how to communicate in 

English internationally, but also how they could build their national characters. The national 

character is based on Pancasila philosophy. In this relation, it is important to promote some 

locally-based content of English materials that are relevant with Indonesian cultures and 

attempts to develop national characters. However, since most of English lesson materials 

seem to have been adopted from foreign resources, the content could conflict with local 

cultures. Therefore, local wisdom could be an alternative solution to overcome on teachers’ 
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problem in accessing materials particularly in the contexts where English is as a foreign 

language. 

 This paper will discuss an attempt to internationalize local wisdom content as 

learning resources in enriching English teaching materials aiming at integrating students’ 

competence with appropriate character values. This paper will also suggest how teachers 

should manage English materials containing such local wisdom into attractive ICT based 

media.  

 

II. English Lessons and Local Wisdom Content of ELT Materials 

In general, the purpose of English language teaching is to develop communication 

skill. The communication skill incorporates listening, speaking, reading and writing sub-

skills. However, along with the development of science and technology, English language 

teaching today does not only lead students to learn the language sub-skills, but more than 

that, that is they learn how to communicate appropriately, understand manner, develop 

knowledge, and build attitudes. The attitudes, in particular, relate to character building that 

could be generated from wisdom, for instance, and local wisdom could be an alternative 

learning resource from which students learn characters and develop their atttitudes along with 

their English proficiency. 

As character building is concerned, local wisdom based materials are important for 

English language teaching in any contexts. It is not necessary that English lesson materials 

are all talking about native speakers’ contexts of English. The materials could be adopted 

from events and objects of the world social-cultures. Such materials would inspire students to 

respond to and respect the world diversity, particularly providing meaningful lessons from 

which students could learn how to act and behave accordingly. In other words, the local 

wisdom based materials should be considered important in building appropriate attitudes, 

thus characters. 

Local wisdom based learning materials could be selected from objects, events, and 

places in a village. However, the objects, events, and places should be organized briefly and 

clearly (comprehensively) into some short texts. The brief explanation reflects content of 

spiritual and social attitudes, knowledge (rich information) and skills or ideas that may be 

applicable in soft and hard skills. Text 1 and text 2, for examples, relate to the content of 

respective local wisdom generated from West Sumatra contexts. Table 1 provides some 

topics associated with the objects, events, and places for composing the local wisdom texts. 
Text 1. Weeping Mother Bridge in Payakumbuh (Adopted from student’s assignment) 

 

 

Jembatan Ratapan Ibu 

 Jembatan Ratapan Ibu or literally mean as Weeping Mother 

Bridge illustrates a symbol of mothers’ sadness to the patriotism of 

their sons killed by Dutch during the Dutch occupation in Indonesia. 

This incident reflects how mothers love sons. Everybody watched 

the genocides of Payakumbuh residents, especially women. They 

could just weep their tears to see their sons killed by the Dutch 

troops and their bodies fell into Agam River and drift wood. Beside 

this bridge, a statue of crying woman was built to memorize the 

mass killing. This bridge symbolizes a deep-sad history of people in 

Payakumbuh whose mothers love their sons. 
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Text 2. Balairung Sari in Batusangkar (Adopted from student’s assignment) 

 

Balairung Sari 

Balairung Sari, one of the special objects in Pariangan 

Tanah Datar Regency, reflects a spirit of mutual cooperation 

and deliberation of Pariangan’s people. They has domesticate 

deliberation culture as it was taught in Al-Qur'an (Ath Thalaaq: 

6)  which means to take mutual counsel together, according to 

what is just and reasonable .... Therefore, the explanation above 

shows that Pariangan's people has democracy as guided in Islam 

 

 

Table 1: Examples of Objects, Events, and Places for Local Wisdom Topics 

No. 
Possible Topics for Local Wisdom (in West Sumatra Social-Cultural Contexts) 

Objects Events Places 
1 Siti Nurbaya Bridge Tabut Festival Imam Bonjol Park 

2 Kaco Lake Horse Racing Batu Raja Town Park 

3 Princess Cave Safar Tradition Kambas Waterfall 

4 Lamang Tapai Ramadan Festival Rimbo Panti 

5 Tengkuluk Traditional Leader Inauguration Equator Monument 

6 Batu Gantung/Hanging Stone Basapa Caracah Waterfall 

7 4 Angkak Mosque Night Culinary Telaga Dewi 

8 Air Tiga Rasa Khatam Al Quran Turtle Beach 

9 Grand House of Chaniago Sunatan (mass circumcision) Ngalau Indah 

10 Batu Angkek Angkek Malamang Balerong Sari 

 

 In relation to the topics of local wisdom, it is obvious that English language teaching 

is not only a lesson about English grammar, although grammar is important to build language 

competence. English language teaching also contains some messages or information that 

should be learned and understood in order to widen horizon to the world and livings. It has 

some deep meaning to help students understand and apply many things for their life. 

Concerning local wisdom, what makes human becomes human is the way how human 

beings communicate by means of language. In this circumstance, language expressions are 

naturally influenced by the way the speakers have socio-cultural features (Nuraeni & Alfan, 

2012:66-70). As English is spoken by a wide community, this language is influenced by the 

speakers’ background. Then, English language teaching will include learning the way to 

communicate according to the contexts of socio-cultural values of the speakers (Sun, 2014; 

Septy, 2015c). 

 Local wisdom based materials for teaching-learning associate with socio-cultural 

values in which characters and attitudes of cultural values of a living community should be 

reflected in topic/thematic lessons. In this connection, the values are considered to be the 

core of teaching and learning and need to be developed in education system. In English 

language teaching, in particular, such value systems are significant in a teaching and learning 

process of English as an international language (Septy, 2015a, 2016). 

Language is used for communication and, in particular, for social and inter-personal 

interactions. In a communication practice, a speaker reflects his/her personality. So, in a 

English language learning process, developing personality becomes important too.  
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 Furthermore, character based teaching has also been underlined in current system of 

national curriculum. Despite some weaknesses, the current national curriculum of 2013 has 

outlined competence and character to integrate into four main sub-competencies; knowledge 

and skill (competence) and spiritual and social attitudes (characters) (Ministry of Education 

and Culture, 2013). In this relation, language lessons should be managed to develop not only 

students’ linguistic mastery (i.e. sentence structures, vocabulary, pronunciation, etc.), but 

also include characters (attitude and values). The attitudes relate to students’ personality 

religiously and socio-culturally. Although, it is not clear what resources to refer to in 

developing students’ spiritual and social attitudes, this paper suggests considering relevant 

religious reference (i.e., Al Qur’an and Al Hadist for Muslim) and local wisdoms in 

developing communicative competence of character values.  

Referring to current national curriculum, the values underlined in the spiritual 

attitudes could use spiritual reference(s), i.e. Al Qur’an and/or Al Hadist for Muslim, called 

basic competence 1 (KI-1) and social attitudes could use social phenomena and local wisdom 

as the references, called basic competence 2 (KI-2). To do so, a number of connecting 

words/phrases could be used to connect some information such as “according to …”, “as 

mentioned in .../by ....”, “in relation to ...”, “in connecting with ...”, “as said in ...”, “based on 

...”, “as said by …”, “referring to ...”, etc. Text 1 and 2 exemplify how information of a topic 

(knowledge (KI-3)) is connected with such KI-1 and/or KI-2 references (Septy, 2015c). 

As the objective of national education is concerned, English language teaching is not 

only to develop English competence, but also to build character according to the sense of 

Pancasila (MOEC, 2013:78-82, Decree No. 64 Concerning Content Standard). In this 

relation, Pancasila is a collective culture with which students should refer to in practicing 

their ways of life (characters/attitudes) reflected in communicative competence. In other 

words, the students are expected to have English competence demonstrating their national 

and international knowledge characterizing culturally appropriate characters as Indonesians. 

 There are a number of aspects related to characters in the English language 

competence. The aspects include linguistic and discourse mastery as well as social-cultural 

awareness and understanding, and communication strategy appropriateness (Canale & Swain, 

1980; Septy, 2015b:7). Similarly, according to Lane (2001), communicative competence may 

include (1) ability to adapt (adaptability/flexibility), (2) ability to involve in conversation 

(conversational involvement), (3) ability to control conversation (conversational 

management), (4) ability to express empathy (empathy), (5) ability to act effectively 

(effectiveness), and (6) ability to act appropriately (appropriateness). This means that such 

communicative competence reflects character values that speakers may refer to as their 

culture lessons and these are important to be developed in students’ spoken and/or written 

communication skills. 

 In short, cultural awareness/understanding becomes an important issue in English 

communicative competence.  The ability to communicate should not disregard character 

values of the cultural values to develop, and this could be a determining resource in 

improving students’ English proficiency. Besides, this cultural resource could relate to the 

process of character building. Therefore, the culturally based resources of local wisdoms 

have to be promoted in English teaching-learning materials. 
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III. Managing Local Wisdom Using ICT Media 

 Information-Communication-Technology (ICT) has become popular media in today 

sectors of human life. The ICT media generally refer to tools such as audio tape, mobile 

phone, computer, television, radio, video tape and emails (Thapaliya, 2014: 251) used to ease 

communication. In education, in particular, ICT media relate to computer based or computer 

assisted learning by which lesson materials are organized into digital presentations. Then, 

using ICT based media would make managing lesson materials of English language teaching 

rich of learning values (Septy, 2015c). 

As computer becomes the main tool in presenting lesson materials, organizing lesson 

materials into computer will make learning more attractive and advantageous (Ibrahim, 2010; 

Susikaran, 2013; Ebrahimi et al., 2013; Sadeghi & Dousty, 2013; Septy, 2015a). This also 

suggests organizing English lesson materials of local wisdom content into ICT based media 

would benefit both students and teacher. Arslan (2008:13) also noted that there are at least 4 

models that provide benefits in using ICT media; content (progression in knowledge, skills 

and understanding), communication (using language whilst learning concepts), cognition 

(thinking skills linking concept and understanding), and culture (exploring alternative 

perspectives and shared understanding which deepen awareness). 

Moreover, implementing ICT media for teaching may at least have double benefits; 

(a) to ease teaching and learning and (b) to organize huge lesson materials. To ease the 

teaching and learning means that ICT media will ease students to understand lesson 

materials, as well as to ease teachers to manage classroom activities. On the other hand, the 

ICT media will also help teachers organize massive lesson materials into friendly-user 

formats.  

There are also other benefits in having the ICT media in the classroom.  First, 

students may feel that they are experiencing the learning in a real context. The ICT media 

can display still or animated materials that may be impossible to have in a traditional 

teaching mode and classroom. This is what is called authentic learning (Septy, 2015c). Kelly 

et al. (2002) and Kilickaya (2004) note that the authentic learning could at least affect 

students’ positive motivation, provide actual cultural information, provide a real exposure on 

the target language, relate to students’ needs, and support creative approaches to learning 

As active, creative, effective, and joyful learning (PAKEM) is concerned, teaching 

English with ICT media also relates to the PAKEM principles (Septy, 2007). In this 

circumstance, students and teacher may be involved in active activities. The material 

designed in the ICT-media could develop students’ language skills, as well as promote active 

learning strategies and interests. Furthermore, the ICT media stimulates active endeavor for 

students to find their own way to problem solving, and teachers intensively assist them to 

achieve objectives (Ebrahimi et al., 2013:3-19; Sadeghi & Dousti, 2013:1). Therefore, 

teachers’ ability to artistically design learning materials with which students are interested in 

playing and actively participating is a challenge in the current and future English classes. 

 The local wisdom based materials could be designed in audio and visual media as 

well as video presentation. Organizing the local wisdom into audio could use a certain audio 

application that is available in computer. The best audio application provides some editing 

features rather than just recording. There are a number audio applications that are also 
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accessible free on the internet, but users would need to understand conditions applied to use 

the applications. 

 Some visual applications are also available on the internet, free downloadable. The 

best visual applications also provide some editing features, and even provides some video 

modes. As a result, users may have their visual presentation by video, and this would make 

the local wisdom based materials presented more comprehensively and impressively. How to 

step-to-step design the audio-visual of local wisdom materials is provided in table 2. 

 

Table 2. Steps to design the locally based local wisdom into teaching materials 
Steps Procedure Description 

1 Selecting topic, focusing on objects, events, and 

places 

There are a number of objects, events, and 

places to select to become topics 

2 Identifying meaning, developing understanding The topic is written into text, 1-2 paragraphs 

3 Thinking and valuing The text is referred to relevant references and 

enriched with social-cultural-spiritual values 

4 Organizing materials, writing up stories/texts, 

narrating into audio 

Such social-cultural-spiritual values reflect 

local wisdom, then be organized 

5 Working on audio content (recording and editing by 

using a certain application) 

Using a certain application, the material is 

narrated and reviewed to meet its 

appropriateness 

6 Working on visual content (searching and importing 

relevant pictures, organizing pictures in the 

application, e.g. widows movie maker, importing 

audio and edition, adjusting in the timeline features) 

Collecting relevant picture, the audio materials 

are organized into relevant application 

(software) 

7 Previewing and publishing (saving into movie file, 

wmv or mp4) 

Prior to publishing, it is necessary to preview 

and edit. Then the audio-visual presentation of 

local wisdom content provide highly valuable 

lesson to character building and English 

language skills 

 

 It is also necessary to note that in organizing the audio-visual presentation of the local 

wisdom materials, identifying meaning and valuing the object/event/place are necessary in 

order to provide some in-depth meaning. The meaning of object/event/place should be 

related to some religious references (i.e. Al Quran and Al Hadist for Islamic orbervance) to 

develop spiritual attitudes and socio-cultural tradition for developing social attitudes. Along 

with the audio-visual presentation of the local wisdom materials, developing knowledge and 

horizon would be important to focus. In this relation, English language teaching is not just 

teaching about English grammar, but there are also teaching attitudes that are very important 

in building social interaction skills. 

 

IV. Conclusion and Suggestions 

 It is obvious that teaching and learning emphasize on developing characters in general 

and attitudes in particular. Although technical skills are important, but understanding values-

based attitude and character is the core of education. Technical skills could be drilled, but the 

attitude and characters must be internalized and need special resources to refer to. None of 

the skills could be developed unless otherwise attitude and characters are not concerned and 

internalized. 

 In this relation, English language teaching should be managed not only to develop 

students’ grammatical mastery, but also developing skills in which characters and attitudes 
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are reflected in their communication ability. In this sense, teachers need to understand and 

carefully select materials to use in the teaching of English containing character building. 

 In this paper, local wisdom has been discussed to be alternative learning resources in 

developing students’ characters and attitudes. There are uncountable values incorporated in 

the local wisdom materials. Students may learn models of attitudes to personalize while 

understanding and widening horizon to living, and also developing English language skills. 

Moreover, content of the local wisdom could inspire students to act appropriately. This is the 

essence of internationalizing local wisdom content in English language teaching materials in 

any learning settings. 

 Last but not least, to make the presentation of the local wisdom interesting and 

inspiring, ICT media could be used to organize materials of the local wisdom into digital 

presentations. The media include audio and visual presentations. This then requires teacher’s 

ability to organize the materials into digital presentations. To do so, there are a number of 

applications to download for free and to install in the computer to organize the materials. 
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